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Discussion Topics

• Progress Updates

– Steering Committee

– Advisory Council

– Query Use Case Implementation Guide

– Operations Tiger Team

• ONC’s Interoperability Roadmap

• Carequality Pilot – Updated Call for Participation

• Reminders/Future Meeting Schedule
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The Need
• Information needs to flow freely as patients move between different care 

providers.

• Providers need to be able to request, send, and receive health information in a 
secure and seamless manner.

• Many interoperability efforts have begun tackling this challenge, but to date, 
they have done so independently of one another. 

The Solution
• Carequality ("care-e-quality") is a public-private collaborative that brings 

together diverse stakeholders, to implement consensus-based exchange between 
and among interoperability networks.

• Carequality builds upon existing exchange capabilities, leveraging existing 
standards and agreeing upon innovative approaches to improve exchange 
workflows and adoption.
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What is Carequality?



Progress Updates

Dave Cassel

3/4/2015
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Steering Committee

Responsible for overseeing Carequality activities 

• Previously chartered work groups and Advisory Council

• Approved the Carequality Principles of Trust

• Current activities:

– Providing feedback on Operations Tiger Team deliverables

– Planning for Carequality pilot

– Preparing Carequality’s comments on the ONC Interoperability 
Roadmap

– Preparing for Carequality’s presence at the HIMSS 15 Annual 
Conference
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Advisory Council

Provides advice to the Steering Committee on prioritization, and reviews draft 
work group output, to ensure broad stakeholder input.

• Previously provided updates and input to Principles of Trust

• Current activities:

– Evaluating performance measures for Carequality

– Providing input to Query Implementation Guide
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Query Use Case Implementation Guide

The Query Implementation Guide outlines technical and policy requirements 
for participants in the Query Use Case.  It is a joint effort of the Query Work 
Group and the Trust Framework Work Group

• Technical specifications being finalized

• Policy requirements being developed

– Customizable Principles of Trust

– Setting precedents and groundwork for future use cases
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Operations Tiger Team

Commissioned by the Steering Committee to draft a proposal for 
Carequality’s operational framework, specifically the legally binding 
implementation of the Trust Principles.

• Preliminary discussions on structure are complete

• Tiger Team currently reviewing draft Carequality agreement

• In-person meeting next week, 3/12

• Steering Committee to review proposed agreement in late March
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ONC Interoperability Roadmap

Dave Cassel

3/4/2015
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ONC Interoperability Roadmap Comments

• Carequality will submit comments to ONC, with a focus on governance

• Opportunity to share lessons from Carequality’s experience

• Broad alignment between the spirit of ONC’s governance principles, and 
Carequality’s operating principles and Principles of Trust

• Where differences exist, they largely reflect focus:

– ONC’s principles focus on policy objectives

– Carequality’s principles focus on establishing trust among exchange 
partners
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Developing ONC Roadmap Comments

• Initial draft talking points developed with feedback from a small group

– Representation from Steering Committee, Advisory Council, and Trust 
Framework Work Group

• Draft reviewed by Steering Committee

• Talking points approved and socialized with the broader community

– Please include as appropriate in your own responses to ONC

– If you will submit your own comments prior to mid-March, please 
contact admin@carequality.org if you’re interested in coordinating

Simultaneously:

• Many industry groups are coming together to explore a unified message

• Carequality’s response will reflect any consensus that emerges
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Updated Call for Pilot Participation

Dave Cassel

3/4/2015
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Piloting the Carequality Framework

• Several aspects:

– Legal agreements

– Implementation Guide
• Technical specs

• Business and policy requirements

• Two types of participant

– “Implementer”

– End user

• Timeline:

– Legal agreement ready for pilot in early April

– Committed participants by 4/10

– Production technical go-live for pilot participants later in 2015
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Requirements for Participants

• Implementers:

– Review Carequality agreement and provide feedback

– Sign updated agreement

– Implement technical requirements

– Enlist End User participants (e.g. customers, network members)

• End Users:

– Review Carequality participation requirements and provide feedback

– Agree to participation requirements

– Activate technical components
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Please contact us at admin@carequality.org if you are 
interested in being part of the pilot 
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Reminders

• Starting later this month, we will meet at 1pm Eastern/10am Pacific on the 
last Thursday of the month

• Next meeting:  3/26 

• (605) 562-3140, 395028# | https://join.me/carequality

• Follow us on Twitter @carequalitynet
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